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Over TIME, over time:
A diachronic exploration of the temporal sense of over
Moss Doerksen
Abstract: This paper looks at the development of the temporal sense of the preposition 'over' by
examining corpus data from the Corpus of Historical American English (COHA) and Google Books.
Temporal 'over' has come into usage in only the last 200 years, and has become especially
common in the last 80. A precise definition of temporal 'over' is worked out and then analysed
diachronically in the corpora. These findings are compared against the origins of the temporal
sense proposed by Tyler and Evans (2003) in The Semantics of English Prepositions. It is shown that
the temporal sense of 'over' is not derived from a motion sense, as Tyler and Evans imagined, but
rather from senses of covering and/or control. Additionally, some evidence is given to indicate
that temporal 'over' originated first among people concerned with the stock market and finances.

1. Introduction
The English preposition over has a long history which can be traced back to the ProtoIndo-European *uper. Over the course of its existence it has developed a large number

of senses at various stages. The original meaning had something to do with being
physically higher than something else. Sometime before Modern English it was already

used to describe motion of a trajector (TR) from one side to the other over a landmark
(LM) by use of a motion verb such as:
(1) “He lept ouer the table and plucked that theefe by the heare of the head to the
ground.” (1569, OED)
But certain temporal senses of over have only come into use in the last 200 years, and
have especially arisen since the 1930s. These senses are found in phrases such as the
ones shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Google Books Ngram Viewer

Tyler and Evans (2003) have suggested that the temporal sense of over evolved
out of the motion sense by way of implicature and pragmatic strengthening. This paper

will use corpora such as the Corpus of Historical American English (COHA) (Davies
2010–), and the massive Google Books corpus, in an attempt to uncover the actual
sources from which, and means by which the temporal sense came into being.
2. Explanation of the corpora
Two different corpora were used for this study. For the purposes of this paper I will
speak of them both together simply as “the corpus”.
2.1 COHA
COHA is “the largest structured corpus of historical English” (Davies 2010–),
containing 400 million words and including texts from 1810 to 2009 in the form of

magazines, newspapers, and books, both fiction and non-fiction. It is accessible at
http://corpus.byu.edu. The online COHA interface allows searches for words, lemmas,
phrases, parts of speech, and other fields. Search results can be displayed to show

trends and changes over time, and occurrences of the queried strings can be
conveniently viewed in context. Almost all example sentences in this paper are drawn
from COHA.
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2.2 Google Books/Google Ngram Viewer
The Google Ngram Viewer is an online search tool which makes use of a very large

index of n-grams (strings of words of length n), extracted from Google’s corpus of
5,195,769 digitized books. This accounts for approximately 4% of all books ever
published. The corpus includes books in eight languages. The American English portion

alone contains 155 billion words. These books are dated anywhere from 1500 until

2008, however the most reliable results are to be found in the 1800–2000 range. This
200-year range is perfectly suitable for the purposes of this paper.
The Ngram Viewer allows for searching of strings up to five words in length (5-

grams). Searches can use parts of speech or wildcards, like so: “_VERB_ over time”,

“over the next *”. Other advanced search techniques are possible. Results are displayed

in a graph such as Figure 1. The y-axis represents the percentage of occurrence of the
given n-gram compared to all n-grams for each year along the x-axis. By default the
graphs are smoothed using a moving average which includes the preceding and

subsequent three years. This smoothing makes trends easier to see from decade to
decade. The inherent noisiness in most search results makes analysis of trends over a
just few years generally impossible anyway. For this paper the default smoothing
setting of 3 has been left as is.
2.3 COHA versus Google
Compared to COHA, the Google Ngram Viewer allows for more convenient and clearer
viewing of trends and comparisons between different searches. The corpus being 387

times larger also provides “smoother” data, and facilitates searching for rarer
constructions. On the other hand, COHA allows for longer and more sophisticated
searches. It allows for data to be compared and displayed in a variety of ways and does

a better job of displaying examples in context, albeit without the chance to view the
entire book, which the Ngram Viewer can often do. COHA provides more variety of
genres, with its newspapers and magazines. It should be mentioned though that the
Ngram Viewer includes both American and British English, and allows comparison
between the two. COHA is only American English.

There are some inaccuracies to be aware of, particularly in the Google Books

corpus. Many publication dates are incorrectly assigned to books. This is probably
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insignificant for later years, but when searching for the earliest occurrences of a
construction very often a book may be dated for 1786 when it is in fact published in

1905. It seems that the publication date is determined programmatically during the
digitization process and it often comes up with a wrong date. I estimate this to be the
most serious issue with the accuracy of the Google Books corpus.

Sometimes dates are wrong or misleading because of reprints. Reprints will tend to

make language use look more conservative than it really is. However, sometimes these
books are indexed under their original publication date, which is fine, except for when
they include forewords or other supplementary text that use modern language. It is
hard to say how much reprints obfuscate the data, but it is certainly noticeable after
2000, and especially after 2004.

The reason for this is that reprints are now appearing in large numbers as electronic

books and being included immediately into the Google Books database under the re“print” date. For this reason many trends after 2000 cannot be accurately studied.1

I have also observed that word counts in some years or a span of years may be
artificially inflated because texts are duplicated in part or in whole. Some of these are
reprints, others are quotations or inclusions of one text in another. It is hard to say how

to treat such duplications. On the one hand they do not count as “novel utterances”,
but on the other hand they do represent in some way a greater prevalence of a given
expression whether it is novel or not.

Finally Optical Character Recognition (OCR) errors introduce random noise, or

sometimes consistent mistakes, into the data, but this is probably the least concerning
problem and is more likely to produce false negatives than false positives. It becomes

much more of an issue the farther back one goes before 1800 in the Google corpus.
COHA only goes back to 1810. Both corpora seem to suffer equally from OCR errors at

any given date, and do equally well with part-of-speech tagging (Google estimates 9095% accuracy).
For the large-scale trends that this paper is concerned with one can generally draw

the same conclusions from either corpus. The major difference is that COHA will fail to
reveal early and faint signals if one is interested in words and constructions that dwelt
in obscurity for many years before rising to popularity (or that never became popular).
1

See http://glossographia.wordpress.com/2013/07/14/conservative-ngram-skew/
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3. The semantics of over
In The Semantics of English Prepositions, Andrea Tyler and Vyvyan Evans (2003)

delineate a wide range of senses for the word over, using a method they call “principled
polysemy” in order to distinguish the senses. This network is illustrated in Figure 2.

The arrows of the semantic network represent unidirectional extensions of meaning
that occur at various stages in the historical use of the word by means of metaphor,
metonymy, implicature, or whatever other means there may be.

Figure 2: Tyler and Evans (2003: 80)

At the root of the network is the proto-scene, which encodes a relationship of a TR

being higher than a LM. Additionally, as opposed to above, the TR is within the “sphere
of influence” of the LM. Tyler and Evans explain that using motion verbs—or more

accurately translocation verbs—such as jump or walk, in conjunction with over produces
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a conceptualization of an A-B-C trajectory, where only the B position is actually
directly over the LM. Frequent use of such constructions eventually leads to further

derived senses such as on-the-other-side-of. This sense makes use of metonymy and/or
implicature to focus specifically on the end result of the A-B-C trajectory.

In a similar fashion Tyler and Evans claim that the Temporal Sense must have been

derived from the A-B-C trajectory ‘cluster’ (they do not wish to call it a distinct sense)

by way of implicature. They take an example sentence The boy walked over the hill, and
say:
By virtue of both walking and the speaker’s choosing to prompt for a spatioconfigurational relation denoted by over ... it is implied that the TR will traverse the hill.
However, an important and indeed salient consequence of traversing an extended LM
such as a hill is that a greater length of time is required than when traversing nonextended LMs. That is, the greater the distance traversed, the greater the amount of time
required in order to do so. Put another way, there is a tight correlation in our experience
between distance and duration. We suggest that due to this correlation, in such contexts
duration is a salient implicature associated with over. Owing to pragmatic strengthening
– in which a particular aspect of context becomes re-analysed as a distinct meaning
component – the notion of temporality involving duration has been conventionally
associated with the lexeme over. (Tyler and Evans, 2003: 88)

If I understand their argument correctly, Tyler and Evans are saying that
constructions of the type

TRANSLOCATION-VERB

over, through repeated usage, in certain

contexts, began to be understood more in terms of time duration rather than physical

length. This would be analogous to the development of the be going to construction,
where the original sense of physical motion eventually led to a secondary future tense
meaning. Such developments require lexemes to appear in “crucial contexts” where

multiple interpretations are possible. For example, a sentence such as Henry is going to
work could be interpreted entirely in spatial terms, meaning that Henry is travelling to
his customary place of work. But such a “traditional” interpretation also implies that

Henry is travelling intentionally and will arrive there in the future. Over time the
implicatures of intentionality and futurity can come to be analyzed as the primary

sense, at which point sentences such as Henry is going to leave would become
acceptable.
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Tyler and Evans do not propose any such hypothetical intermediate contexts that
would allow for

TRANSLOCATION-VERB

over, to develop a temporal sense. Corpus evidence

would supposedly show constructions where the noun phrase following over could be
ambiguously interpreted as a spatial or temporal LM. Presumably there would also be
an observable shift from translocation verbs to more varied and abstract verbs.

It is possible to imagine another explanation for the origins of temporal over.

Perhaps stretches of time were conceptually “converted” into spaces or distances, using
the primary metaphor

TIME IS SPACE.

Once converted, a time period could be handled

like any other space-using noun. Thus over could be applied to a period of years,
without actually being a temporal usage. The temporal interpretation would only arise

from a correct understanding of the metaphor. In such a scenario motion verbs and AB-C trajectories would not be needed at all. As an example of metaphorical time-asspace, here is a quote from 1814:
(2) … if they did not at present wholly dispel the darkness which hangs over this
period of history they might at least assist others in availing themselves of facts
which may be hereafter brought to light. (Elements of Chinese grammar, Joshua
Marshman)

It should be evident that this is not a temporal usage of over, but with a little

imagination one can see how a conventionalized temporal sense could develop out of

the repeated use of such metaphorical language. This example uses the plain
prototypical sense of over, but perhaps other senses such as Control or Covering have
had a greater influence on the modern Temporal sense.
Tyler and Evans were not concerned with unearthing and verifying the actual

nascence of the various senses of over and other prepositions, nor did they have the
COHA and Google Books corpora at their disposal in 2003. It is the concern of this
paper to explain the development of the temporal sense of over, by examining these
corpora.
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4. Defining the temporal sense
Before displaying the findings it would be good to explain what exactly we are looking

for. If the example quoted above does not constitute a temporal usage of over, then
what does? Here are some examples from COHA from the 21st century.
(3)

a. We took satellite pictures over a period of several weeks. (2004)
b. Maybe he had hoped my mother would get better over time. (2009)

c. Over the years, her feelings had developed into intense admiration. (2003)
d. She knew Trevor and Mitch had stayed in contact over the past two years.
(2003)

e. I was thinking about going up to the house in Cape Cod over the holiday.
(2009)

f. Over the course of several meetings, the cops began coaxing information from
her. (2003)
These examples demonstrate a variety of common constructions wherein temporal
over can be found, and there are others: over the next/following/last/previous X
hours/days/weeks/years,

over

the

long

run,

over

the

space

of,

over

the

summer/season/weekend/break, etc. In all the examples in (3) the prepositional phrase is
modifying a verb (although (3e) has unusual semantics), but certain deverbal nouns

can also be modified by these constructions, such as flow of traffic over time,
developments over the past year, change in mood over the course of the evening.

How does over work with temporal scenes in comparison to other prepositions?

What purpose is it fulfilling that other prepositions or constructions are not able to?
Tyler and Evans (2003: 90) note that over has a sense of duration in contrast to at.

If we assume that what we are calling the Temporal Sense is simply an online

meaning derived from, say, the proto-scene (which simply specifies that a TR is located
higher than the LM) in conjunction with the

TIME IS SPACE

cross-domain mapping, we

have no way of explaining why the Temporal Sense associated with over has the
specific character of duration while the Temporal Sense associated with at, for instance,
does not (e.g., He arrived at 10 o’clock).

At has not undergone any diachronic processes to acquire a sense of translocation

(compare he walked over the hill and ?he walked at the hill). Tyler and Evans apparently
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saw the association of over with translocation as a crucial step towards the
development of the Temporal Sense. But at and over differ in another important
respect. At does not allow for extended LMs, ones with internal dimensions.

Conceptually at only operates on infinitesimal points. So I am at the field treats the field
as location, a destination, in contrast to I am in the field (a volume, such as a corn field),

I am on the field (touching a surface, a playing field), or I am over the field (above the
surface or location). Over can operate on both points and surfaces, so something can be

over a spot or over an expanse, and something can be at a spot but not *at an expanse.2
For this reason at only works with temporal points as well. An event can start at 7pm or
at noon but not *at Friday or *at the afternoon.

Perhaps over acquired its durational abilities because it already had an ability to

operate on extended LMs apart from any idea of translocation. In fact when one
considers how translocation, over, and extended LMs function together it becomes hard

to imagine how the examples in (3) could have developed from a translocative
interpretation. Consider any combination of the following verbs and LM nouns
mediated by over.
jump

fence

walk

street

step
travel
go
climb
fly

log
puddle
city
building
bridge

In most cases the landmark will be interpreted as an obstacle that must be
overcome and motion happens in a transverse rather than longitudinal fashion relative
to the LM. Only the purpose-built bridge or the log, if it is functioning like a bridge,

encourages a longitudinal conceptualization. The verb travel also somewhat helps in

2

A phrase like at the surface implies that the TR is either at an intersection or an endpoint of a path

intersecting the surface.
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this regard, so travel over the log may bias a longitudinal interpretation as opposed to
climb over the log. The ideas of overcoming an obstacle and transverse motion do not
seem to correspond very well with the examples in (3).

So over has a sense of duration, unlike at. What about other prepositions commonly

used with time, such as through, during, and for? Through is similar in many ways to
over but it has never gained as widespread usage as over in the temporal domain. When
it is used temporally it often has a sense of surviving through a difficult circumstance:

We made it through the night. In the literal sense, going over something is often more
pleasant than going through it.

During has never had a spatial meaning because it derives from enduring. It has

managed to lose the surviving-through-adversity sense that through has gained. It can
often be used interchangeably with over, but it has not been lexicalized into expressions

like over time the same way that over has. Over and during differ in complex ways. Two
of the semantic features that are special to over are more clearly demonstrated by
comparison with for.
Consider these two sentences:
(4)

a. Eleanor read the Bible over (a period of) two years.
b. Eleanor read the Bible for (a period of) two years.
Most English speakers would probably take the first sentence to mean that Eleanor

read the entire Bible while in the second case it is unclear how much of the Bible she

read; perhaps she even read through it multiple times. (4a) is an active accomplishment
while (4b) is an activity. Put another way, the first is telic and the second is not. This is
curious. Telicity does seem more compatible with an A-B-C trajectory schema than with
a static “hanging over” or “spread over” conceptualization.

Another significant difference between for and over is the sense of continuity.
(5)

a. The light blinked for the next seven minutes.
b. ?The light blinked over the next seven minutes.
c. The light blinked three times over the next seven minutes.
d. ?The light blinked three times for the next seven minutes.

Blink is typically a semelfactive (ergo punctual), but when used with an adverbial

like for the next seven minutes it will be interpreted as an activity. Over would work with
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blink if blink could be interpreted as an accomplishment or active achievement (telic),
but it cannot. However, with the addition of three times in (5c) there is now a plurality

of events which can be distributed over the seven minute period. In this case over has
something to work with but for can no longer turn blink into an activity (5d). I will call
this “scattering” ability of over the distributive aspect.

Besides distributing instances of a verb discontinuously over a time period, over TIME

constructions are often used to describe accomplishments or active achievements:

changes of state that do not happen all at once. Eleanor reading her Bible (4a) is one
example. A common use is to describe a certain variation of some scalar attribute such

as Production has doubled over the past six weeks, or My savings dwindled away over the
course of a year. Again, over adds a telic meaning in contrast to for. The last two
examples would not make sense with for.

It is also worthwhile to contrast over with in, which also provides telicity. The

difference between them seems to be that in focuses on how quickly something happens
while over, if anything, emphasizes how much time it takes. This makes some sense if
temporal in and over are compared to their spatial counterparts.

This sense of non-punctual change will be referred to as the durative use of over.

There are no doubt other subtle temporal uses for over but there are two major ones:

the durative—change stretched over time, and the distributive—bounded events
scattered across time. Which interpretation is arrived at depends largely on the type of

verb or noun being modified, but also on the particular prepositional phrase: over time,
over the course of, over the years etc., as well as accompanying adverbials. Now that a
clearer definition of temporal over has been established we can investigate how and
when it originated.

5. Over a period
In Figure 1 it can be seen that the n-gram over a period of appeared and rose in usage
earlier than other constructions, so it seems logical to start the investigation there.
What one will find in an examination of the corpus is that one particular verb
collocates with over a period far more than any other.
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Figure 3: Early verbs (all inflections) used with over a period

Figure 3 shows that extend, in all inflections, has historically been a very common
partner with over a period. The next most common verbal collocate is spread, which is
semantically close. Here are some examples of extend over from the corpus:
(6)

a. The longevity of Cape Horn whaling voyages is proverbial, frequently
extending over a period of four or five years. (1846)

b. His public labours have extended over a period of upwards of sixty
years...(1859)

c. In my eventful career as a detective, extending over a period of thirty years of
active practice…(1880)
The extend over a period construction typically appears in present participle phrases
modifying noun phrase, as in (6a) and (6c). And the next most common form is
extended, either past participle or simple past. This arrangement has gone essentially
unchanged over the life of this construction except for a shift from 1850 to 1860 where
extending increased markedly while extend dropped (see Figure 6).

Since extend over a period seems to be a key construction in the development of

temporal over it is worth considering the historical uses of extend and period, in order to
fully understand the meaning and place of this construction in the scheme of things.
5.1 ‘Period’
Ever since it was adopted into English from French period has had a temporal
meaning, referring to a cycle, course or extent of time. Yet a quantitative analysis of
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the corpus reveals that there were competing conceptualizations of the lexeme in the
past. Figure 4 shows what prepositions have typically been used with period. In the
1800s at was the most used, by a large margin. According to the claims in §4 this

should mean that period was being conceptualized as a temporal point, with no internal

space. But during was also in use, which shows that an extended sense for period was
also acceptable, if not the most common. At a period declined throughout the 1800s.

Suddenly, at the beginning of the 20th century, when at finally came close to during in
frequency, both during and over rose greatly in usage.

Figure 4: at, during, over, through DET period

5.2 ‘Extend’
Extend came to English from Latin via French. The Latin and French meant to stretch
out as in extending one’s limbs. A TR could be extended over a conceptual point, but

the corpus reveals that extend over typically happened with LMs that were themselves
extended, as the following examples illustrate.
(7)

a. A republic may be extended over a large region. (1817)

b. Their jurisdiction, in fact, not only extends over their own academic
population, but partly, also, over the cities in which they are established. (1828)
c. The view from its summit is fine and varied, and extends over 80 or 100
miles. (1837)
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d. Their love of country was hardly yet so diluted as to extend over the whole
thirteen colonies... (1844)
It should be noted that extend in the early 1800s was being frequently used to
describe abstract TRs of power or influence over LMs that were also somewhat abstract
and/or geographical. Extend could be conceptualized as a motion or as the resultant
state of the motion of stretching out. The examples in (7) show that it is the resultant

state that is almost always intended. This looks a great deal like a combination of the
Covering (3) and Control (5.B) senses from Tyler and Evans’ semantic network (Figure
2).

Toward the end of the 19th century periods, histories, and spaces of time began to

appear much more in place of the typical geographical LMs. Likewise, in the first half

of the 19th century, COHA lists hand, arm, benefit, knowledge, sphere, privilege, boundary,
and influence as the most common objects to be extended. In the last half of the 20 th

century arms and hands are still extended but now life, deadline, invitation, length, range,
scope and war are the next most common objects of extension, and length is often used
in a temporal sense. The lexeme time also became much more extendable between 1800
and the end of World War I, by a factor of about 20, according to the Google Ngram
Viewer.
6. How it all happened
So then, in the early 1800s a period of time was a temporal point or space, over had no
temporal sense, and extend was used most often to refer to the influence of something

over an extended, usually non-temporal surface. My hypothesis is that early usage of
the extend over a period construction was used as a conscious metaphor where period

was conceptualized as a space, which then allowed over to be used spatially, since over
had not yet developed a conventional temporal sense and extend was not used on
temporal LMs either. Consider these other old-fashioned uses of over TIME:
(8)

a. ...that one action has cast its dark shadows over every period of my life...
(1824)

b. But I shall pass over the period of his youth and come to that of the
catastrophe... (1833)
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c. We pass over a period of eighteen months. In this time John Houston had
sold out the little cottage near Reedy River… (1845)

d. We do not desire to linger over the last period of Burr's life. (1858)
e. The thought carried him back over the years to the scene in the stable where
in agony I knelt... (1873)

If shadows can be cast over periods then surely a spatial metaphor is being used.

Another figure of speech which was common at this time was to speak of passing over,
going over, casting one’s thoughts over or looking back over a time. Although there are
some verbs of translocation here, they cannot be the source of modern temporal over.
To pass over already had a well-established meaning of ignore by the 1800s,
downplaying the spatial metaphor somewhat. These sorts of over

TIME

constructions

were clearly used for metadiscourse to focus on or dismiss portions of history in a
narrative or to refer to a character’s focusing on a past period of time. This sense of
over has more to do with the Examining Sense (4) described by Tyler and Evans (2003:

93). There is no logical semantic or pragmatic bridge from such constructions, with
such uses, to the kinds of temporal over under investigation, but they do reveal the way
that time was being conceptualized in 19th century English.

As Figure 3 shows, extend over a period was becoming established as a set phrase

(“conventionalizing”), from roughly the late 1820s until 1918. This construction helped

to establish the durational quality of period. As it became used more and more, along
with similar expressions, periods of time began to be spoken of using over in a more

subconscious way. In 1844 one could extend the inquiry over the last few years, but by
1925 people spoke of extend[ing] the payment over a period of 62 years. And if a

payment could be extended over a period, then why could it not simply be made over a
period? If one can make a payment over a period of years then surely one can just as
well pay for something over a period of years.
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Figure 5: Number of unique verb collocations used with over a period

Figure 5 shows a sudden diversity of verbs used with over a period in the COHA

corpus, going from a small handful in the 1800s to over twenty-five in the 1940s.
Figure 6 shows the same situation from a different perspective and a different corpus

(Google Books). In the 1860s the four inflections of extend appeared in front of 60% of
all occurrences of over a period. Between 1900 and 1940 this percentage collapsed from
50% to 5% as new verbs, nouns and other parts of speech began to take the place of

extend. While over a period was seeing great growth in these forty years (see Figure 1)
signaling further conventionalization, extend only benefited from the relationship for

the first half (see Figure 3) at which point extend over a period began to decline,
proportionally to other over a period phrases.
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Figure 6: extending, extended, extend, extends over a period, as a percentage of all over a period
occurrences

Meanwhile over a period of (X) years seems to have become very common during the

same period which could have led to the emergence of the phrase over the years, which
then underwent its own conventionalization. Over the years did occur in trace amounts
in the 1800s using the Examining Sense, as in looking back over the years, but its sudden
rise in usage, starting around 1930 corresponds with the durative and distributive

senses coming into use. It has become a very fused and mobile adverbial expression

meaning “gradually or consistently, on the scale of years or decades”, often referring to
an accumulation of a lifetime of experiences.

Figure 7: Over the years, some related trends
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7. Other constructions
Many words could be said over many pages, analyzing the development of many more
over TIME constructions, but this would not reveal a great deal more about the origins of

temporal over at the linguistic level. Essentially, over truly gained an independent
temporal sense in the 1930s when a great proliferation of over

TIME

constructions began

to appear in the corpus. At this point deverbal nouns such as measurements, progress,
and payments no longer needed to be spread out, or extended or distributed over time.
Rather, verbs could happen “directly” over time (measure, progress, pay off, pay out).
These developments happened twenty or thirty years earlier in over a period compared
to other constructions. By 1940 over a period stopped growing in usage and began a

slow decline even though other temporal over constructions were taking off. This

indicates that over no longer needed any “help” from period to supply a temporal
interpretation. Figures 8 and 9 show the growth of other constructions. Notice that

usage of many of these constructions began increasing at a faster rate around 1950 and
again around 1967, and slowed down in the early 1980s.
Some constructions, like over the space of have shifted from a primarily spatial sense

to an almost entirely temporal sense in the last two hundred years. Over the course of
seems to be gaining ground at the expense of in and during the course of.

Figure 8: Note: “over the past / past” means “over the past” as a proportion of all occurrences of “past”
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Figure 9: More constructions

7.1 Over time
Let us look at just one more construction: over time. This construction does not provide
a bounded “time space” like over a period. It is not amenable to use with the
distributive aspect. Sentences like The festival took place over time or The light blinked
twice over time sound odd. This is probably because the clauses call for a telic

interpretation of the verb but over time provides no end point to conceptually attach to.

Figure 1 shows that over time has become a very common phrase, but it had a slow
start. It wasn’t until the 1960s that it really began growing in usage.
Early uses of over time were poetic.

(9)

a. You have spread over time the hues of a higher being. (1845)
b. But in the handfuls she scatters as she strides over time and space, not all
germinate. (1903)

In the 1800s people often spoke of triumphing and prevailing over time (Control

Sense). Frequently time and space appeared together. Later on people spoke more of

working over time (Excess 1, Above-and-Beyond Sense). But eventually distributed and
extended over time became more common (things can be explicitly distributed over

time). Then suddenly, in the early 1900s it became common to speak of things varying,
averaging, and persisting over time. Such phrases were few and far between, however,

compared to the vast number of over time expressions which entered the corpus in the
second half of the 20th century. These days the most common verb to occur in front of
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over time is change, followed by vary, a distant second. The most common nouns are
change, and in a very distant second, development.
Figure 10: Top 20 VERB over time collocates, with number of occurrences
From BYU Google Books American Corpus

This shows that over time in modern usage almost always provides a durative aspect
to verbs. Since an exact period of time is not specified this has led it to mean something

like “eventually” or “gradually” with an additional sense of “bit by bit” or “step by
step”. Observe the subtle shifts of meaning between these three sets of examples.
10. a. The theory definitely calls for discontinuity over time in the operation of
entrepreneurial ability. (1953)

b. Maximization over time is possible only when some finite span of time is
assumed. (1955)

(11) a. The impact of events over time may change value patterns, or expectations, or
both... (1966)

b. Highways are not flexible, however, in accommodating demand increases over
time...(1974)
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(12) a. Over time, I learned not to say anything. (2004)
b. Maybe he had hoped my mother would get better over time. (2009)
It is somewhat misleading to list these neatly in ascending chronological order. All
these sorts of uses have been around almost the whole time, but their frequency has

changed. The first two examples (10) bring to mind a graph of a dependent variable
charted over an independent one, which just so happens to be time. The second set (11)
seem less graph-conscious and closer to a general meaning of “gradually”. The final set
(12) clearly mean something like “eventually”.
8. Cultural sources of temporal over
The resemblance of the examples in (10) to graphing terminology may not be
coincidental. All the earliest examples of over time seem to be very “graphable” and
occur in texts having to do with science and economics. Figures 11 and 12 offer
revealing clues. They show a number of terms relating to graphing which seemed to
enter the corpus or increase in usage at the same time as most of the over

TIME

constructions.

Figure 11: The rise of terms related to graphing

This could represent a new sort of literacy where people are able to conceptualize
variables moving up and down above an axis of time. Essentially it adds a second
dimension to the conception of time. This explanation makes much sense of the

durative aspect. Psychological tests could reveal if this sort of two-dimensional time is
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a real mental schema. Historians could provide further insight into the development of
graphing.

Figure 12: More graphing terms

Over time could also come from a shortening of over a period of time. This could be

an additional source. There is no need to posit one and only one source for a
construction.

In the course of researching for this paper I could not help but notice a

preponderance of texts having to do with finance or economics among the earlier cases

of temporal over. The Wall Street Journal was a commonly recurring source in COHA.
Many seemingly anomalous early examples of temporal over involve some discussion
related to payments or markets or were at least written by someone in a financial field.
(13) A Letter to Lord Archibald Hamilton, on Alterations in the Value of Money (1823)
They would fall due over a period of about 60 days: and over that period would

this operation be divided; so divided there would be 3 or 4 millions of Bank notes
constantly retained as provision for the bills falling due and occupied in fact in
performing the business of these renewals.

(14) The Journal of Political Economy, Volume 43 (1935)
The time preference expresses itself in the distribution over time of the use which
is made of the productive services currently available.
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(15) Decisions of the Comptroller General of the United States, Volume 20 (1941)
Over the course of many years the statutes—many of which are collected in 42
U.S.C., chapters 1, 2, and 3A—have enjoined upon Public Health Service...
It is interesting that so many over

TIME

constructions gained popularity in the 1930s.

This was of course the time of the Great Depression, following the stock market crash
of 1929. In fact a comparison of trends in the stock market over the 20th century with
the trends of various over

TIME

constructions reveals an apparent strange, subtle, non-

linear correlation. In §7 I noted the dates 1930, 1950, 1967 and the early 1980s as
approximate points marking a change in “velocity” of the acceptance of over

TIME

constructions. A look at the Dow Jones Industrial Average (Figure 13) over the same
period shows that these mark the boundaries of long term bull and bear markets, and
thus economic eras. Further evidence in support of a financial connection comes from
the fact that British English lagged behind America in its adoption of over

TIME

constructions and was also much less affected by the Great Depression. The term long
run did not originate in the stock market, but long run and short run have been co-opted
into market lingo and the sparse instances of over the long run in the Google corpus
before 1950 are all in financial reports.

Figure 13: From Wikimedia Commons

Whatever correlation there may be between stock markets and temporal over it is
not a straightforward one, nor an easy one to account for. The dates 1930, 1950, and
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1967 mark the beginning of accelerated over time usage, but only 1950 was the
beginning of a bull market. 1983 was the beginning of another bull market but at this

point some over time constructions began declining while others slowed their growth.
With the exception of 1950 then there seems to be an inverse correlation between
market performance and over time constructions.

Naturally, expressions such as over a period are handy to use when speaking about

economics. Perhaps this sort of language originated elsewhere and simply appeared in

the economics literature because it was so useful there. Pieces of the puzzle, such as
extending over a period, and in the long run were available beforehand, but it seems that
true temporal over was birthed in the economic domain where there was need for it,
and from there it spread into common speech. Business has always been a driver of

cultural change and thus a source of linguistic innovation. If there is an alternative
source for temporal over I have not noticed it.
9. Conclusion
The temporal sense of over seems to have benefited, and seems to still benefit, from a
variety of lexical expressions that have hosted it. Over can now productively provide a
distributive or durative aspect to a clause, but it is contextually restricted, in part, by

the many other senses of over. It is one of the more polysemous prepositions in English,
and the intended sense in any sentence must be disambiguated by processing the

surrounding context. Particular senses can only be found in the corpus by searching for
various contexts or n-grams. It can be quite difficult to distinguish between the

temporal and excess senses in a phrase like “over five hours”. This contextual
competition which is a nuisance for corpus researchers also affects the spread and
evolution of a lexeme like over.

This study demonstrates the value of corpus linguistics in the construction of

semantic networks. Corpora can reveal surprising historical facts that may not be
intuited by a synchronic analysis of a language. On the other hand corpus analysis must
be done thoughtfully and thoroughly. In a large corpus it can be easy to find what you
want to see and difficult to search for what you cannot imagine. Hopefully the data

presented in this paper provides an honest and convincing explanation of the origins of
temporal over, but it is possible that some facts have been overlooked.
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An expression like over the long run certainly looks like it uses a spatial translocation
schema. Maybe different over

TIME

constructions have followed different pathways on

the semantic network. But in this case over the long run came into use in the 1930s at
the very same time as most of the other constructions, and well before the 1930s long
run was already functioning as a temporal idiom, divorced from its apparent literal

meaning. On the other hand I do have a suspicion that constructions like over the
weekend/summer/holidays/night may have more to do with translocation than other

constructions discussed in this paper. They exhibit different semantic behaviour and
seem to follow separate trends in the corpus.

It should now be evident that Tyler and Evans’ semantic network for over is not

entirely accurate, at least in regard to the Temporal Sense. A comprehensive corpus

examination might justify a reconfiguration of other parts of the network as well.
Ultimately I believe a true diachronic-semantic representation of over would look more
complex and interconnected.
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